In recent years, the numerous interactions between plant carbon and nitrogen metabolism have been intensively studied at multiple levels of complexity and plant anatomy. Within the plant, primary nitrogen assimilation necessitates extensive co-operation between different cell compartments (chloroplasts, peroxisomes, cytosol, and mitochondria), while changes in carbon and nitrogen status in¯uence organ physiology and root/shoot relationships. However, carbon±nitrogen interactions are not just whole plant phenomena: they also have a signi®cant dynamic interface and impact on the environment and hence on the biosphere. The six articles that comprise this theme were presented at a two-day session at the 2003 SEB meeting titled Plant Carbon-Nitrogen Interactions from Rhizosphere to Planet. This highly complex and wide-ranging topic involves many aspects of plant biology from gene regulation to plant±environment interactions. Together, these articles provide a brief but up-to date insight into key issues related to these processes, describing the very latest developments in our understanding of how plants co-ordinate carbon, nitrate and ammonium assimilation into the organic compounds required for growth on an organ, plant and global scale, together with emerging concepts of metabolic crosstalk, transport and signalling. In their article, Mantelin and Touraine discuss the positive effect of bacteria on plant growth. The rhizosphere and rhizoplane bacteria are crucial determinants of plant nutrient availability and hence growth. It is surprising, therefore, that so much still remains to be resolved concerning the factors governing the bacterial/root interaction.
